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Mystery of the Dancing Men 
28 October 2021 

Jim Stevenson 

Manmohan Kaur took Arthur Conan Doyle’s popular 1903 

Sherlock Holmes story “The Adventure of the Dancing Men” and 

used it in his math classes to illustrate the logic and mathematics 

involved in solving codes and ciphers ([1]).  I thought his idea might 

work as a puzzle.  It has been years since I read the story, so I had 

forgotten the decryption and found it quite doable from the setup 

provided by Kaur.  Here is his presentation, subject to further edits 

and reductions in size on my part. 

The original story has been shortened and simplified. Reference 

to England has been completely removed and some other 

superfluous information that distracts the reader instead of helping 

solve the mystery have been omitted. In the original story Elriges is 

the name of an inn but we have taken the liberty to use it loosely as 

the name of a town.  

The pictures of all stick figure messages except the fourth are from the collection The Return of 

Sherlock Holmes [2]. The original story has a typographical error that throws off the decryption 

scheme. To remove this (intentional or unintentional) error, the fourth figure has been taken from 

[3].
1
 The fourth message is meant to have a different handwriting, so this serves our purposes well.  

Condensed Story  

Hilton Cubitt of Elriges visits you and gives you a paper with the following mysterious sequence 

of stick figures that he found lying on the sun-dial in his mansion.  

Message 1: 

 

Cubitt explains that he recently married a Chicago woman named Elsie Patrick. Before the 

wedding, she had asked him never to ask about her past, as she had had some “very disagreeable 

associations” in her life, although she said that there was nothing that she was personally ashamed of. 

Their marriage had been a happy one until the messages began to arrive, first mailed from Chicago 

and then appearing in the garden of his mansion.  

The messages had made Elsie very afraid but she did not explain the reasons for her fear, and 

Cubitt insisted on honoring his promise not to ask about Elsie’s life in Chicago. You look at the 

figures closely to understand them a little better and notice that some of the figures are holding flags. 

What could the flags mean? Perhaps the end of words?  

The next morning Cubitt finds “a fresh crop of dancing men drawn in chalk upon the black 

wooden door of the tool-house”:  

                                                      
1
  JOS: In my 1956 copy of The Complete Sherlock Holmes, Preface by Christopher Morley, which seems to 

be identical to the 1930 edition, Message 4 has been corrected as indicated.  It may even have been 

corrected in the first edition of 1927. 

 
Wikipedia 
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Message 2: 

 

Two mornings later, “a fresh inscription had appeared”:  

Message 3: 

 

Three days later, “a message was left scrawled upon paper, and placed under a pebble upon the 

sun-dial”:  

Message 4: 

 

Cubitt gives copies of all these messages to you. Your task is to help him understand what is 

going on. You call your friend in the Chicago Police Department and ask her to find background 

information on Elsie Patrick. You learn that Elsie is the daughter of a Chicago crime boss, and was 

engaged to Abe Slaney, who worked for her dad, and that she had fled to escape her old life.  

You examine all the occurrences of the dancing figures. Message 4 is in a different handwriting, 

so you guess that it is from a different person, most likely, Elsie, while messages 1, 2 and 3 are from 

the unknown person (the criminal). You spend the next two days trying to make some sense of the 

stick figures. You are now sure that the flags on some of the figures indicate the end of words. You 

also know that a simple substitution cipher is being used for the encryption, and that frequency 

analysis is the way to solve these ciphers.  

Three days later, another message appears.  

Message 5: 

 

 

This message causes you to fear that the Cubitts are in immediate danger. You rush to Elriges and 

find Cubitt dead of a bullet to the heart and his wife gravely wounded from a gunshot to the head. 

What do the messages say?  

Inspector Martin of the Norfolk Constabulary believes that it is a murder-suicide attempt; Elsie is 

the prime suspect. But you, after noting some inconsistencies in that theory, know that there is a third 

person involved. How will you prove to Inspector Martin that a third person is involved?  

Solution  

The following worksheet shows how I approached the decryption of the messages.  
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1111    2222        3333    4444    3333    1111        3333    5555    6666    1111    7777    3333        

A m H e r e A b e S l a n e y 

 
1111        3333    6666    4444    8888        3333    5555    

A t E l r i g e s 

 
    9999    2222    3333    3333    6666    5555    8888    3333    

C o m e E l s i e 

 

 original:  

7777    3333        3333    4444        7777    3333        3333        

N e v e r  N e v e b? 

 
3333    6666    5555    8888    3333        4444    3333        1111    4444    3333    

E l s i e P r e p a r e 

 
    9999    2222    3333    3333                        9999        

T o M e e t T h y G o d 

 

Frequency Table and Decryption 

1111    2222    3333    4444    5555    6666    7777    8888    9999                            

5 3 17 5 4 4 2 2 3       

a m e r s l n i o       

misprint 

1915 ed 

but this is also a misprint, 

which is uncorrected 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

correction 

1930 ed 
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First, I began to substitute more easily distinguished numbers for identical stick figures.  I then 

did a quick frequency count to discover which figure was the letter E.  It turned out to be the one 

associated with the number 3.  I filled that in and noticed two Es were at the beginning and end of the 

word 36583.  Taking clues from the story and guessing that must refer to “Elsie”, I got three more 

letters, L, S, and I to work with.  That quickly gave me “Elriges” and two more letters, R and G.  It 

wasn’t hard to see “Abe Slaney” in the first message and that gave me A, B, N, and Y.  After that 

things fell out fairly quickly. 

I was confused a bit by the other “misprint” in the story, namely, the figure for V in Message 4 

turned out to be the same as the figure for P in Message 5.  I did not consider a slanted version of a 

figure to be different from an upright one, since other cases had both slanted and upright figures for 

the same letter. 
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